False positives in reverse transcription PCR testing for SARS-CoV-2
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Abstract

Background
Large-scale testing for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR is a key element of the response to COVID-19, but little attention has been paid to the potential frequency and impacts of false positives.

Methods
From a meta-analysis of external quality assessments of RT-PCR assays of RNA viruses, we derived a conservative estimate of the range of false positive rates that can reasonably be expected in SARS-CoV-2 testing, and analyzed the effect of such rates on analyses of regional test data and estimates of population prevalence and asymptomatic ratio.

Findings
Review of external quality assessments revealed false positive rates of 0-16.7%, with an interquartile range of 0.8-4.0%. Such rates would have large impacts on test data when prevalence is low. Inclusion of such rates significantly alters four published analyses of population prevalence and asymptomatic ratio.

Interpretation
The high false discovery rate that results, when prevalence is low, from false positive rates typical of RT-PCR assays of RNA viruses raises questions about the usefulness of mass testing; and indicates that across a broad range of likely prevalences, positive test results are more likely to be wrong than are negative results, contrary to public health advice about SARS-CoV-2 testing. There are myriad clinical and case management implications. Failure to appreciate the potential frequency of false positives and the consequent unreliability of positive test results across a range of scenarios could unnecessarily remove critical workers from service, expose uninfected individuals to greater risk of infection, delay or impede appropriate medical treatment, lead to inappropriate treatment, degrade patient care, waste personal protective equipment, waste human resources in unnecessary contact tracing, hinder the development of clinical improvements, and weaken clinical trials. Measures to raise awareness of false positives, reduce their frequency, and mitigate their effects should be considered.
Introduction

Large-scale testing for SARS-CoV-2 is a key element of the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Test protocols use the reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to detect diagnostic sequences in the RNA genome. The results are used to identify transmission clusters, model rates of spread, calculate death rates, assess the number and significance of asymptomatic carriers, shape public policy on social distancing, and inform decisions about the spatial and temporal allocation of medical resources.

Test accuracy is thus of paramount importance, yet little attention has been paid to the potential frequency and impacts of false positives in SARS-CoV-2 testing. We hypothesize that a significant false positive rate (FPR) is likely and could have substantial implications for clinical care, epidemiologic statistics, and public health policy.

Methods

We searched on-line for (1) external quality assessments (EQAs) of diagnostic laboratories conducting RT-PCR assays for RNA viruses; (2) studies that estimated false negative rates (FNRs) in SARS-CoV-2 testing; and (3) studies that used SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR test data to estimate population prevalence or the asymptomatic ratio, defined as the ratio of asymptomatic infected individuals—in the sense of permanently asymptomatic, not presymptomatic—to total infected individuals.

We conducted a meta-analysis of EQAs of medical diagnostic laboratories conducting RT-PCR assays for RNA viruses, in order to calculate FPRs for tests similar to the SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests. We excluded EQAs prior to 2004, since many of the assays relied on older RT-PCR methods that may be less accurate. The EQAs provided participating laboratories with blind panels of positive and negative samples to assay, and received and analyzed the results. For each EQA we calculated the FPR as the number of negative samples reported as positive, divided by the total number of negative samples. Where we could only determine a range, we conservatively took the FPR as the lower bound of the range. In EQAs where no negative samples were reported as positive, we report the FPR in Table 1 as below a detection limit equal to the reciprocal of the total number of negative samples, but for analysis treated the FPR as zero. We calculated the median value and interquartile range of these FPR data and also of a subset restricted to EQAs where the total number of negative samples was >100. We used the lower of these medians and interquartile ranges to analyze the effects of false positives. From published studies we determined a range of FNR values to use in this analysis. We obtained test data and calculated test positivity rates for South Korea¹ and New York State,² representing regions with low and high positivity rates.

We derived the dependence of the false discovery rate (FDR)—the proportion of positive test results that are false positives—on the FPR, FNR and test positivity rate (Appendix pp.1–2). We modeled the effect of these on FDR across ranges for FPR, FNR and positivity based on, respectively, the EQA analysis, published estimates, and
the two sets of regional test data. In studies that we identified as using SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR test data to estimate population prevalence or the asymptomatic ratio, if FPRs and FNRs were not included in the analysis we re-analyzed the data using FPR and FNR values as described above.

Results

We compiled data and calculated FPRs for 43 EQAs conducted between 2004 and 2019, each of which assessed between three and 174 laboratories. These laboratories provided the EQAs with assays of 4,113 blind panels containing 10,538 negative samples (Table 1). The information provided on the laboratories' methods was incomplete, but it appears that 99.8% of the panels were assayed with RT-PCR and 0.2% with RT-Loop-mediated Isothermal Amplification or RT-Reverse Polymerase Amplification. In the EQAs where this information was provided, 17% of the RT-PCR were conventional and 83% were real-time.

In seven EQAs the FPRs were below detection limits and in two we were only able to determine a range. FPRs in each EQA ranged from 0-16.7%; 3.2% of the 10,538 negative samples were reported as positive. There was no correlation between FPR and Year over 2004-2019 (r=0.147, p=0.346). The median and interquartile range were lower for the full than for the reduced data set, so we used the full data set's 25th percentile (0.8%), median (2.3%) and 75th percentile (4.0%) values as inputs to the analyses (Appendix pp. 3–4).

Published analyses of SARS-CoV-2 testing indicate a range of FNRs from 0% to 40.7% (Appendix pp. 5-6); we used 20% as input to the model and performed a sensitivity analysis over the range of 0-40% (Appendix p. 7). Data on the cumulative numbers of individuals tested and individuals that tested positive in South Korea and New York State through April 22, 2020 were additional inputs. The resulting positivity rates and FDRs are shown in Fig. 1.

For Fig. 1A & 1B, test positivity was calculated as the ratio between the reported numbers of individuals that had tested positive and the number that had been tested. In South Korea, positivity grew from less than 1% before February 20 to a peak of 5.7% on March 2, and then declined to 1.9% by April 22 (Fig. 1A). Assuming an FNR of 20% and FPR of 0.8%, the FDR—the percentage of the positive test results expected to be false positives—ranges from 13.5% on March 2 to 42% on April 22. With FPRs of 2.3% and 4.0% the FDR is higher, reaching 100%—meaning that the expected rate of false positives is equal to or greater than the actual number of positives recorded—on and after April 6 and March 10 respectively (Fig. 1C). In New York State, test positivity grew from 13% on March 13 to 41% on April 8, then declined slightly (Fig. 1B). With FNR=20% and FPR=8%, the FDR ranges between 1% and 5% over this period; with FPR=2.3% the range is 3-15%, and at FPR=4.0% the range is 6-27% (Fig. 1D).

In most countries testing programs targeted individuals that had traveled to high-risk areas, were exposed to individuals that had tested positive, or showed symptoms consistent with COVID-19, and this bias made these data unsuitable for estimating the
prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 in the general population. However, one study used data from a quasi-random sampling of the Icelandic population to estimate population prevalence: by dividing the 100 individuals that tested positive by the 13,080 individuals that were tested, the study estimated that 0.8% of the general population was infected. Since FPRs and FNRs were not included in the analysis, we recalculated with an FPR of 0.8% and an FNR between 0 and 40%. The expected number of false positives is 105, slightly greater than the 100 positive results actually reported, so the corresponding estimate of prevalence in the general population would be zero. Varying the FNR over the indicated range has negligible effect.

A small, "accidental" quasi-randomized study was conducted when physicians at a New York City hospital decided to test for SARS-CoV-2 in all obstetrical patients admitted for delivery. They tested 214 patients admitted between March 22 and April 4, 2020, 33 of whom tested positive; 207 of the tested patients and 26 of those that tested positive showed no symptoms of COVID-19 prior to discharge, with a median stay of 2 days. The study reported that more than one out of eight asymptomatic patients (26/207) admitted for delivery were positive for SARS-CoV-2, that these results might be generalizable to regions with similar rates of infection if not to others, and that the true prevalence of infection might be higher because of false negative test results. Recalculating with the test positivity rate of 33/214=15.4%, FNR=20%, and FPRs=0.8%, 2.3%, and 4.0%, and assuming that the seven symptomatic patients were true positives, then the ratio of infected asymptomatic patients to all asymptomatic patients is estimated as 1 to 8.4, 1 to 9.4, and 1 to 11.1, respectively. Note that this calculation takes account of false negatives; varying the FNR from 0 to 40% has little effect on these estimates.

We found two studies that analyzed the SARS-CoV-2 asymptomatic ratio. The first reported on 565 Japanese citizens evacuated from Wuhan, China in February 2020. On arrival in Japan all were tested for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR and 13 tested positive, of which 4 were asymptomatic with no symptoms observed up to 30 days after departure from Wuhan. The study calculated the asymptomatic ratio as 4/13=30.8%, suggesting that this was indicative of the general asymptomatic ratio for COVID-19. We recalculated with the test positivity rate of 13/565=2.3, FNR=0-40%, and FPR=0.8%, yielding an expected number of false positives is between 4.4 and 4.5, greater than the number of asymptomatic individuals that tested positive. If the symptomatic evacuees were true positives, then the estimated asymptomatic rate is zero. With FPR=2.3% the expected number of false positives is 13, equal to the number that tested positive, and the estimated prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infection among the evacuees is zero.

The second study reported on 3,063 passengers and crew of the Diamond Princess cruise ship who were tested for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR; 634 tested positive, including 320 who were asymptomatic at the time of testing. The study used a statistical model to distinguish presymptomatic from asymptomatic members of this group and concluded that 35% of the 320 were true asymptomatics, yielding an asymptomatic ratio of 17.9%. Assuming that the expected false positives are to be found in this asymptomatic group, with a test positivity rate of 634/3,063=20.7%, FNR=0-40%, and
FPR=0.8%, the expected number of false positives is between 18 and 20 and the estimated asymptomatic ratio is 14.8-15.3%; at FPR=2.3% the estimated ratio is 8.9-10.3%, and at FPR=4.0% it is 1.9-4.3%.

**Discussion**

Though several studies addressed FNRs in SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR testing, we found little discussion of FPRs. PCR amplification of nucleic acids contributes to test sensitivity but also creates vulnerabilities to minute levels of sample contamination, which can produce false positives that are indistinguishable from true positives. Our meta-analysis of EQAs of similar diagnostic tests found FPRs with an interquartile range of 0.8-4.0%. These false positives were probably not generated by cross-reactivity, since test protocols are typically tested against the likeliest reactants including similar viruses, and because many tests target multiple genomic regions. Nor were they likely to be due to reagent contamination during manufacture, which in most cases would be detected by negative controls.

Rather, the likeliest source of these false positives is sample contamination or human error. Samples can be contaminated by a positive sample analyzed at the same time (cross-contamination), or more likely by target genes amplified from prior positive samples or positive controls (carryover contamination). False positives can also be produced by sample mix-ups or data entry errors.

We investigated the effect of a range of FPRs from 0.8% to 4.0%, corresponding to the interquartile range for the EQAs in our meta-analysis. As an estimate of the possible range of effects this FPR range may be conservative because (1) higher values were reported by several EQAs; (2) the EQAs assessed only intra-laboratory error; any false positives generated by contamination or human error during sampling or sample transport would be additive to the FPRs estimated from the EQAs; and (3) the emergency implementation of SARS-CoV-2 testing—including rapid expansion of sampling capacity employing some novel sampling procedures and newly-trained staff, scarcities of personal protective equipment, novel diagnostic assays and controls, and laboratories pressed to operate beyond their normal capacities—suggest a greater potential for false positives than during normal operations. Contamination of test kits produced by the U.S. Center for Disease Control and Prevention (US CDC) and reported cross-reactivity with primer-probe sets used in some SARS-CoV-2 assays may be suggestive of the consequences of a rushed response.

The FPR is the proportion of uninfected individuals that test positive. Thus even a small FPR can generate a significant number of false positives if uninfected individuals are a large fraction of the test population, as is generally the case when test positivity is low. This can be seen in our re-analyses of four studies. In the Iceland and Japanese evacuees studies, which had test positivity rates of 0.8% and 2.3% respectively, our re-calculations using even a low FPR greatly changed the results, reducing the estimates of population prevalence and asymptomatic ratios to zero. In contrast, in studies of women admitted for delivery and the *Diamond Princess* cruise ship, which had test
positivity rates of 15.4% and 20.7% respectively, re-calculations using the same FPR reduced the studies' results by only 5% and 16% respectively.

Our recalculations were based on estimated FPRs and FNRs, which even if accurate with regard to the mean may be higher or lower in some localities than in others. For example in Iceland, although our recalculations indicate zero or near-zero prevalence in the general population, certain aspects of the population data—that a larger fraction of the group that tested positive had traveled to other countries, had contact with an infected individual, and had reported some symptoms; and that no children tested positive—suggest that many of the individuals that tested positive were actually infected.

Our analysis of two regional data sets demonstrates the potential for a high frequency of false positives, especially when test positivity is low. In New York State, with FNR=20% and FPR=0.8%-4.0%, estimated FDR declined from 5-17% when positivity was lower in mid-March to 1-5% at the positivity peak on April 11 (Fig. 1D). Test positivity was lower in South Korea. From the date of peak positivity to April 12 the estimated FDR rose from 14% to 37% if FPR=0.8%; it rose from 40-71% to 100% by different dates if FPR=2.3% or 4.0%, when the expected number of false positives was high enough to account for all of the positive test results (Fig. 1C). If included in calculations, a high frequency of false positives reduces estimates of prevalence, which affect other key statistics, for example by increasing estimates of the hospitalization rate and death rate.

Thus FDR rises as test programs sample populations with fewer infected individuals. This can result from programs continuing to implement broad-scale testing even as the prevalence of the virus in the general population declines, as appears to be the case in South Korea. Or it can result from expanding the scale of testing to include individuals who are less likely to be infected. Calls for mass testing for SARS-CoV-2 should be evaluated in light of the potential for the positive test results from broad-scale testing to be substantially comprised of false positives. Though broadening the scale of testing does generate more data, the quality of the generated data declines as it becomes increasing contaminated by false positives.

At the case level, the FDR is the probability that a positive result is incorrect. The fact that substantial FDRs result from applying modest FPRs to various real-world test data has implications for case management. False-positive test results may cause unnecessary stress and result in unnecessary, weeks-long isolation of individuals, including isolation of health-care and other critical workers. Human and other resources are wasted if used to track and test close contacts of false positives. In hospitals, long-term care facilities, and prisons, false-positive patients, residents, and inmates may be moved into isolation wards or living areas along with infected individuals, placing them at greater risk of infection. Similarly, in some regions, false-positive individuals living at home may be pressured or required to move into isolation facilities for people infected with SARS-CoV-2.
In hospitals, there can be wasteful consumption of personal protective equipment in caring for false positive patients, while at the same time the unnecessary use of such equipment and other protective measures may impede the care of the patient. In respiratory patients, a false positive test result may impede a correct diagnosis, delaying or depriving such patients of appropriate treatment. The presence of false-positive patients may hinder the development of improved medical care for COVID-19 patients based on clinical experience, because incorrectly diagnosed patients introduce noise into clinical observations. Over the longer term, if antibody or antiviral treatments become available for COVID-19 patients, or if prophylactic treatments are developed for asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic individuals that have tested positive, false-positive individuals may be subjected to medically inappropriate treatments. Clinical trials of potential treatments could lose statistical power by unwittingly enrolling false-positive individuals, who would be exposed to potentially harmful side effects without any mitigating potential for benefit.

False positives affect the interpretation of test results. The Patient's Fact Sheet for the US CDC's SARS-CoV-2 test states that there is only "a very small chance" that positive tests result could be wrong, but suggests that negative results could well be wrong. Public health officials have similarly suggested that positive test results are absolutely reliable but negative results are untrustworthy. In reality the opposite is true over a wide range of likely scenarios. For example, antibody tests indicate that the prevalence of SARS-CoV-2 infections in residents of Santa Clara County, California is 2.49% to 4.16%. At those prevalences, FPR=0.8%, and FNR=40%, the probability that a positive result is false is 24-34% while the probability that a negative result is false is 1.0-1.7%; it is 14-34 times more likely that a positive than a negative result is wrong. Positive results are more likely to be wrong than negative results at prevalences from 0-15%; with higher FPRs or lower FNRs, this remains true at higher prevalences. The explanation for this is straightforward. The FPR acts on samples from the uninfected fraction of the population, returning positive results for some uninfected individuals, while the FNR acts on the infected fraction, returning negative results for some infected individuals. When prevalence is low, the uninfected fraction is much greater than the infected fraction, so that even a low FPR can have a considerably larger effect than a high FNR.

We suspect that under-appreciation of the potential impact of false positives in SARS-CoV-2 testing has two sources. First, because PCR-based diagnostic protocols are effectively designed to eliminate false positives due to cross-reactivity, some individuals assume that false positives have been eliminated from the test process. In practice, however, minute levels of contamination, which are extremely challenging to control, can produce false positives in PCR-based tests, and the potential for human error in sample handling or records management can probably never be entirely eliminated. EQAs regularly found significant FPRs, from whatever cause, in PCR-based assays. Second, there appears to be little understanding of the relationship between FPR and FDR, in which a small FPR can produce a large FDR if the test positivity rate is low. This was evident when US health officials described a study as reporting that a SARS-CoV-2 test had a 47% FPR, when it actually reported a 47% FDR.
A limitation of our study was the application of FPR estimates derived from EQAs of tests for other RNA viruses to SARS-CoV-2 test data. However, there is no apparent reason that SARS-CoV-2 protocols should produce significantly different FPRs, and we derived our model inputs conservatively from the EQA data. The EQA yielded FPR estimates on a per sample basis, and in analyzing the regional data we applied these to data aggregated on an individual basis, with some individuals tested multiple times. The individual-basis FPR may differ from the sample-basis FPR, but if the number of repeat tests is small relative to total tests the difference should be small. We used uncertain FNR estimates from the literature, but showed that varying FNR has little effect on our analyses.

There is much that we could do to mitigate the impact of false positives. First in importance is improved awareness. With understanding of the potential frequency of false positives and their effects, clinicians, epidemiologists and those involved in critical public health decisions can avoid many of the pitfalls described in this paper. Second, EQAs of SARS-CoV-2 diagnostic laboratories could be implemented to improve FPR estimates, and if designed appropriately, provide insight into the causes of intra-laboratory false positives and facilitate their reduction. Efforts could also be made to assess the rate of false positives in sampling and sample transport. Third, false positives could be greatly reduced—though at the cost of increasing false negatives and consuming testing resources—by requiring two positive tests to count an individual as positive. This would ideally be done by taking two samples or splitting a sample at the point where it is taken, and sending each to different laboratories for analysis. Alternatively, false positives due to contamination at low concentrations could potentially be addressed by lowering the maximum Ct value for positive results, or by using primer-probe sets that are less sensitive. The resulting increase in FNR might be a reasonable trade-off for reduced FPR where test prevalence is low. Fourth, the rate of false positives in SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR tests can be assessed retrospectively by antibody tests, though the accuracy of those tests may be similarly affected by false positives.
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Table 1. False positive rates in external quality assessments (EQAs) of diagnostic laboratories assaying RNA viruses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Viral Target</th>
<th>Date of EQA</th>
<th>Laboratories</th>
<th>Negative Samples</th>
<th>False Positive Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drosten et al. 2004</td>
<td>SARS-CoV</td>
<td>2004?</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>2.3-6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pas et al. 2015</td>
<td>MERS-CoV</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>1,134</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. 2016</td>
<td>MERS-CoV</td>
<td>2015?</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>&lt;0.6%&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhou &amp; Luo 2018</td>
<td>MERS-CoV</td>
<td>2017?</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>&lt;2.0%&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHO 2008-2020&lt;sup&gt;a,d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Influenza A viruses</td>
<td>2007-2019</td>
<td>64-174</td>
<td>114-332</td>
<td>&lt;0.6%&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;-7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caliendo et al. 2006</td>
<td>Hepatitis C virus</td>
<td>2005?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laperche et al. 2007</td>
<td>Hepatitis C virus</td>
<td>2006?</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>&lt;4.8%&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tvorogova et al. 2009&lt;sup&gt;b,d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Hepatitis C virus</td>
<td>2005-07</td>
<td>78-104</td>
<td>534-728</td>
<td>2.1-7.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeGal et al. 2016</td>
<td>Hepatitis Delta virus</td>
<td>2015?</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panning et al. 2009</td>
<td>Chikungunya virus</td>
<td>2007?</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>1.9-5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobsen et al. 2016</td>
<td>Chikungunya virus</td>
<td>Sep 2014</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>8.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soh et al. 2015</td>
<td>Chikungunya, Dengue</td>
<td>Feb-May 2015</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pok et al. 2015</td>
<td>Dengue virus</td>
<td>May-Jul 2013</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charrel et al. 2017</td>
<td>Zika virus</td>
<td>Oct 2016</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escadafal et al. 2013</td>
<td>Rift Valley Fever virus</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang et al. 2015</td>
<td>Measles virus</td>
<td>Aug 2014</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wang et al. 2015</td>
<td>Ebola virus</td>
<td>Dec 2014</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>&lt;1.7%&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellerbrok et al. 2017</td>
<td>Ebola virus</td>
<td>Aug 2014</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lau et al. 2017&lt;sup&gt;c,d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Ebola virus</td>
<td>2014-16</td>
<td>3-9</td>
<td>3-9</td>
<td>&lt;11.1&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;-16.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusken et al. 2019</td>
<td>4 arboviruses</td>
<td>Nov 2017</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Laboratories = the number of laboratories participating in the EQA; Negative Samples = the total number of negative samples in the blind panels analyzed by those laboratories. Citations are listed in the Appendix pp. 8–9.

<sup>a</sup> Comprises 17 EQAs.
<sup>b</sup> Comprises 6 EQAs.
<sup>c</sup> Comprises 3 EQAs.
<sup>d</sup> Shows the range in number of laboratories, negative samples and false positive rates per EQA.
<sup>e</sup> Below the indicated detection limit; treated as zero in the analyses.
Figure 1. Cumulative numbers of individuals tested (Tests), individuals that tested positive (Positives), and test positivity (Positivity), for A) South Korea and B) New York State; and the resulting false discovery rate (FDR) based a 20% false negative rate and the indicated false positive rates (FPR), for C) South Korea and D) New York State.

New York State counts an individual tested on n different days as n individuals. Note the different scales for Tests and Positives in Panel A.